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t a recent CBI eMarketing conference,
pharmaceutical marketers were surprised to
learn how extensively FDA used social
media and Web 2.0 in the new year. The
recall of 3,400 contaminated peanut products in
2009 was described in an early morning keynote
presentation made by Sanjay Koyani, Director of
FDA Web Communications.

marketers face when developing their approaches
to social media. Including widgets and mobile
phone messaging, the list of tactics on the FDA’s
page titled “Recall of Peanut-Containing Products:
Social Media Tools for Consumers and Partners”
(www.fda,gov/socialmedia) encompasses a broad
range (see box on page 3 for a brief description
and a URL link to at least one example of each).

Conference attendees heard from Koyani that
blogs, social media, YouTube and Twitter were
new tactics embraced by the regulatory agency, at
least in its communication with the public about
peanuts. FDA, along with CDC and HHS, was
pulled further into social networking by growing
public concern over the rapid growth and diversity
of the peanut-product recall list.

FDA and Twitter
When the thought of using Twitter first came up,
FDA learned that some good citizen had already
had set up an FDA site on Twitter, so FDA launched @FDArecalls (http://twitter.com/fdarecalls) to
reach engaged tweeters. As of March 25, 2009,
FDA has posted over 500 up-dates (or tweets) of
up to 140 characters with over 2,600 followers via
Web and cell phone (see Figure 2, pg 4). FDA’s
use of Twitter has gone beyond the peanut product
recall to include FDA’s “recalls, market withdrawals
and safety alerts.”

The new look and functionality of the FDA’s home
page, which in March is still featuring the “Recall of
Peanut Products,” is only the first glimpse of FDA’s
evolving, research-based online direction for
reaching the public, healthcare pro-fessionals, and
industry (see Figure 1). Koyani shared this
approach and the inside look at the recall with
attendees.
A Coordinated Campaign
Koyani’s review of the peanut-product recall steps
taken in a coordinated campaign by FDA, CDC,
and HHS contrasted with the challenges pharma

Improved Search Capability
In the past FDA has put static lists of recalled
products on its Web site. To improve the speed
and ease of public access for this recall, FDA
provided a search engine for users to look up
product descriptions that had been called in from
FDA field agents (see http://tinyurl.com/dcvnat).
Continues…

Figure 1: New FDA Web Site. As of 25 March 2009. www.fda.gov
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FDA’s Social Media Peanut Recall Resources for Consumers
•

Blogs: Peanut Product Recall Blog: described FDA/CDC/HHS online actions and
links; replaced by Social Media Tools Web page (http://pbrecallblog.hhs.gov)

•

Mobile Information: CDC site for mobile phones includes url for searchable
database and CDC 800 info number

•

Online Video: Two videos running on YouTube’s FDA and CDC channels, as
well as agency Web sites (http://tinyurl.com/cknwla)

•

Podcasts: Three 3-4 minute CDC podcasts on recall including one targeting
kids (http://www2a.cdc.gov/podcasts)

•

RSS Feeds: syndicated updates for RSS readers via Web browsers.
http://www.fda.gov/oc/po/firmrecalls/rssRecalls.xml

•

Social Networks: CDC pages on MySpace and DailyStrength offering badges,
videos, Health-e-Cards and recall info http://www.myspace.com/cdc_ehealth

•

Badges for Social Networks: two recall badges for people to place on their
social profile pages linking to recall page and CDC 800 number
(http://tinyurl.com/cen9sx)

•

Twitter: mini-blogging with recall updates http://twitter.com/fdarecalls

•

Virtual Worlds: CDC Second Life island has real information about product
recall and link to FDA recall database

•

Widgets: Web application containing recall data updated automatically by FDA
for placement on Web sites and blogs (http://tinyurl.com/awh5kg).

As the special search page indicates, you can
search by brand name, UPC Code, Product
Description or a combination of the three fields.
The recall has generated over 26 million page
views.
FDA also created several “badges” for people to
place on their profile pages in social networks,
directing people to the FDA Web site or to an 800
CDC information line (see image on right).
Peanut Recall Blog and Mobile Application
By February 20, FDA’s Peanut Product Recall Blog
http://pbrecallblog.hhs.gov had already turned inward, planning to retire while inviting comments for
improvement from readers and asking if there’s a
value of retaining an archive of the blog online or
just deleting it. The blog had accumulated over
15,000 page views in its first month with a high of
2,000 in one day in February. By March 4, the blog
announced it was retiring to HHS Archives.
On mobile, FDA took advantage of the CDC mobile
site http://m.cdc.gov, but it only gave very basic

An example of a peanut recall
Web site “badge”

Continues…
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contact and general info, advising mobile customers to go to www.fda.gov/salmonella an
expanded, searchable database that will be
updated as new information becomes available.
FDA YouTube Peanut Recall Videos
On January 29, FDA posted two videos on YouTube, a 1½ minute version with Dr. Stephen
Sundlof describing the “Dos and Don'ts During the
Peanut Salmonella Outbreak,” and a longer 5
minute version called “Anatomy of an Outbreak”
going into more detail. On YouTube the short video
reached 1,800 views, while the longer version had
300 views. This does not include views on the
same videos posted on the FDA site, the CDC
channel of YouTube or the CDC site. It’s worth
noting that as of March 25, 2009, FDA has 91
videos on it sYouTube channel (Figure 3, pg 6).
The FDA YouTube channel was originally created
for patient videos, and FDA and its sister agencies
are now working to create topic-oriented YouTube
channels, according to Koyani, that will work
across agencies and departments.
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The boxed information and the following section of
this article was written by John Mack, Editor.
What’s the Takeaway for Pharma?
The FDA enjoyed receiving an unusual amount of
praise from the conference attendees for taking
advantage of the range of social media and Web
2.0 tools. However, many attendees were hoping
that Koyani was going to speak more about how
pharmaceutical marketers may safely use social
media without getting an untitled or warning letter
from the FDA.
It used to be that every time a government official
spoke at industry conferences they would start off
with a little joke: "We're from the government and
we're here to help you." As far as I know, Koyani
did not use that joke nor did he offer any guidance
on pharma’s use of social media.
Nevertheless, when the FDA is doing more than
pharma companies with social media, "we need to
figure out how to get in there," said Stacy Reese,
Associate PRA Director at AstraZeneca. She
Continues…

Figure 2: FDA Twitter Page.
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FDA Widgets: How About One for Adverse Event Reporting?
The FDA developed a “Peanut Product Recall” widget that,
when embedded on a Web page, allows visitors to that page
to search for peanut product recalls (see left and
http://tinyurl.com/awh5kg). The Peanut Product Recall
widget was placed on over 20,000 spots on other Web sites,
and may have generated over 9 million page views on the
FDA Web site, according to Koyani.
Fabio Gratton , founder of Ignite Health and ePharma
Pioneer Club member, had an idea for another kind of FDA
widget: a universal FDA Adverse Event Reporting widget
required to be displayed by all pharma websites (brand,
disease, social). An Adverse Event Reporting widget would
allow visitors to pharma websites to easily report adverse
events DIRECTLY to the FDA. This would lift the burden from
pharmaceutical companies to track, investigate and report
the adverse events themselves and free them up to focus on
using social media sites for marketing purposes.
Gratton has a poll that asks respondents if such a widget
would be effective. Find it here: http://twtpoll.com/crvbz1
There is no universal FDA Adverse Event Reporting widget
available from the FDA and certainly there is no widget that
the FDA requires to be displayed on any web site. One third
party, however, has developed a widget that comes close to
what Gratton was talking about: a MedWatch Widget (see
below) that reports FDA Medwatch safety alerts.
For more examples of a few
widgets developed by third
parties that push out FDA
information on drug safety
topics, see this Pharma
Marketing Blog post:
http://tinyurl.com/c7palb.
FDA RSSS Feeds on Pharma
Marketing Forums
Such widgets are easy to create
because FDA has published a
number of RSS (real simple
syndication) feeds that can be
used to create them. Pharma
Marketing Forums uses some of
these feeds to publish
information on FDA Drug Safety
Podcasts, Medwatch Alerts, and
Press Releases. See the
Regulatory Issues Forum
(http://tinyurl.com/2mdfte).
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Figure 3: FDA YouTube Channel. As of 25 March 2009. http://www.youtube.com/user/USFoodandDrugAdmin

spoke on "Managing the Risks Associated with
Online Discussions." Although she did not actually
tell the audience how to manage the risks, she did
a great job pointing out what the risks are and
presented some interesting scenarios to consider.
Demise of the One-Click Rule?
It has long been FDA's position that no new guidance regarding pharmaceutical marketing via the
Internet was necessary because the rules that
apply to print and broadcast media also apply to
the Internet. The best way for pharmaceutical
companies to learn how the FDA may judge their
social media and other Internet-based marketing
efforts is to see how the agency has reacted to
what other companies are doing.
Late in 2008, for example, the FDA issued a littlenoticed letter to Novartis regarding a Diovan Web
banner ad. This letter specifically addressed a
specific Internet marketing ploy: branded banner
ads that mention a product's indication and benefit
without including fair balance (ie, risk information).
© 2009 VirSci Corporation (www.virsci.com). All rights reserved.
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Pharmaceutical marketers and online partners (eg,
Google) have often justified these types of ads by
invoking the the so-called "one-click rule," which
Jim Nail, CMO at TNS Media Intelligence/Cymfony,
explains this way: "...there is no 'official' FDA oneclick rule...there is a 'received precedent' that if you
have one click from your brand site to the PI or
labeling information, that is acceptable. Or call it
'best practice'. Or call it just 'common practice'." I
took issue with this thinking way back in November, 2007 (see "The "One-Click Rule": Rant or No
Rant?"; http://tinyurl.com/5t398p).
Pharmaceutical marketers have received a NEW
precedent that may put to rest the "one-click rule." I
say "may" because Diovan is a special case: it's
package insert carries a "black box" warning. This
type of notice is required for Rx drugs with serious
side effects such as death! "Diovan is associated
with a number of serious risks,” says the FDA.
Continues…
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FDA and YouTube: Do as We
Say, Not as We Do
Jonathan Richman -- an ePharma Pioneer Club
member -- pointed out that the FDA can use
social media, but pharma companies cannot
(see "FDA Uses Social Media, But You Can’t";
http://tinyurl.com/cod8c7).
Actually, not only can the FDA use social media,
it can also do it in a way that violates its own
regulations! For example, the FDA is free to
post a video about a new drug that they approved WITHOUT including fair balance information! An example is shown here (FDA
YouTube Video Announcing Approval of Kuvan.
See http://tinyurl.com/crzklk).
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It's interesting, however, that this precedent has
gone virtually unnoticed in the Pharma Blogosphere and trade press—except for an Ignite
Health blog post and a two inch mention on page
28 of the December, 2008,1 issue of MM&M.
"Upon careful review of the words in the FDA's
letter,” noted Fabio Gratton on his Ignite Health
blog, “it appears they [FDA] are insisting on the
inclusion of risk information, warnings, precautions,
and the most frequently reported adverse events
INSIDE the actual banner—at least in this particular case (which will probably set a precedent)."
It's possible, however, that pharma marketers will
look at this letter as a "partial received precedent"
applicable only to cases involving drugs with black
box warnings.
Here's the relevant section of the warning letter:
"... The banners, however, entirely omit all risk
information, including the warnings, precautions,and the most frequently reported adverse
events from the PI. We note that a link to the PI
and Patient Product Information (PPI) is included
at the bottom of the banners. However, this does
not mitigate the misleading omission of risk information from the banners. For promotional materials to be truthful and non-misleading, they must
contain risk information in each part as necessary
to qualify any effectiveness or safety claims made
in that part. By omitting the most serious and
frequently occurring risks associated with the drug,
the banners misleadingly suggest that Diovan is
safer than has been demonstrated."

The FDA allows comments from consumers to
be published on the YouTube page dedicated to
this video WITHOUT first reviewing the comments. For example, I posted the comment
“Why no fair balance information?” Presumably
FDA can handle any adverse events reported by
consumers.

"The PI for Diovan includes a black box warning
concerning the risk of injury or death to the
developing fetus when used in pregnancy..."
I have always thought that pharmaceutical marketers avoided doing DTC broadcast and Internet
display ads for drugs with black box warnings because they knew that the required fair balance
statements would turn people off (to say the least).
What Novartis did was use the one-click "rule,"
"received precedent," or whatever to circumvent
this.
© 2009 VirSci Corporation (www.virsci.com). All rights reserved.
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DDMAC Gets Bully Pulpit Again
Mark Senak (Eye For FDA) posted a podcast interview with Dr. Jean Ah Kang, Special Assistant to
Tom Abrams at DDMAC in charge of Web 2.0
policy development (see "A Conversation with
FDA/DDMAC About Pharma, Social Media and
Web 2.0"; http://tinyurl.com/c955wb).
This was the second time in one week that the
FDA had the "bully pulpit" and the ears of ePharma
marketers. The first was Sanjay Koyani’s presentation highlighted in this article. On both occasions pharma eMarketers had their ears perked up
to hear what the agency had to say about regulation of pharmaceutical marketing on the Web and
especially on social networking sites.
On both occasions, we were disappointed.
Regarding Koyani’s presentation, ePharma
Pioneer Club member Jonathan Richman had this
Continues…
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to say: "It was the FDA showing all the great things
that social media can do (which everyone in attendance knew already), but completely ignored the
elephant in the room, which was the question: How
can we do it and not get into trouble?"
Mark Senak also was rebuffed in his attempts to
get some actionable information out of Dr. Kang.
"There was no expectation, of course, that the FDA
was going to issue a guidance in the context of a
podcast," said Senak, "but it did seem important to
start getting some definition to the environment
where there has largely been only speculation."
Kang essentially said it’s the message not the
medium and went into some detail about how to
submit ALL promotions—including Web ones—
produced by pharma for so-called "pre-approval"—
actually, "advisory comments"—by the FDA. She
said: Go to the FDA website, look over the org
chart, find the right division, the right "docket," the
reviewer responsible for the docket, click on the
submission information link, and make sure to put
together the package as indicated. Be sure to
include a cover letter, all your promotional materials, annotate the materials, include references,
highlight and annotate those references, include a
PI, etc. Got a problem? Call the FDA's main
number!
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Aside from this advice being very Regulatory
Review 101, the process is very “old school” and
not at all appropriate for submitting dynamic social
network content as simple as blog posts. FDA
officials at a recent DIA meeting talked about an
electronic submissions project, but that won’t be
ready for actual use any time soon.
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